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ABSTRACT
In the current SARS-COV-2 pandemic, the choice of an imaging modality to aid diagnosis is based on the
clinical conditions of the patient, laboratory tests, and the availability of imaging equipment in health
facilities. Computed tomography and chest radiography are the most widely used imaging modalities.
Chest radiography, with less sensitivity than computed tomography, is an accessible method, less
expensive, and with less exposure to health personnel; its use is recommended in emergencies
and hospitalization services. The objective of the article is to guide decision-making to choose an
imaging modality according to scenarios, taking into account its potential benefits and deepening the
description of the radiographic characteristics of suspected SARS-COV-2 infection that may be useful in
emergencies and that allow assessing the progression of the disease using a scoring system.
Key words: Chest radiography; SARS-COV-2; Medical imaging (source: MeSH NLM).

RESUMEN
En la actual pandemia por SARS-COV-2, la elección de una modalidad de imagen que ayude al diagnóstico
se basa en las condiciones clínicas del paciente, las pruebas de laboratorio y la disponibilidad de
equipos de imágenes en los establecimientos de salud. La tomografía computarizada y la radiografía
de tórax son las modalidades de imágenes más usadas; la radiografía de tórax, con menor sensibilidad
que la tomografía computarizada, es un método accesible, menos costoso y de menor exposición al
personal de salud, se recomienda su uso en las emergencias y en los servicios de hospitalización. El
objetivo del artículo es orientar en la toma de decisiones para elegir una modalidad de imagen de
acuerdo a escenarios, teniendo en cuenta sus potenciales beneficios y profundizando en la descripción
de las características radiográficas de sospecha de infección por SARS-COV-2 que pueden servir en las
emergencias y que permiten evaluar la progresión de la enfermedad usando un sistema de puntuación.
Palabras clave: Radiografía de tórax; SARS-COV-2; Imágenes médicas (fuente: DeCS BIREME).

INTRODUCTION
In the current situation of the SARS-COV-2 pandemic,
Peru faces scenarios that change dynamically
daily due to the increase in cases and the need to
require health services. It is not supplied due to

the over-demand of clinically serious patients and
non-serious patients with the presence or absence
of risk factors or associated comorbidities, who
require medical attention and an imaging diagnosis
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if pneumonia is suspected(1).

Therefore, in this article we propose management by
scenarios to choose an imaging modality, focusing
on the usefulness of chest radiography.

CHEST X-RAY IN THE CONTEXT OF
ACTION SCENARIOS AGAINST THE
SARS-COV-2 PANDEMIC
Chest radiography (CXR) is an imaging modality
present in most health facilities and is the first
imaging study to identify pulmonary pathology.
In the 2003 SARS-VOC coronavirus epidemic, CXR
helped to assess lung involvement and to predict
the risk of mechanical ventilation or death(4,5). In
the current coronavirus type 2 pandemic of 2019
(SARS-COV-2), The American College of Radiology
(ACR) recommends the use of CXR in the portable
modality(6) for hospitalized patients; however, in the
United States emergency services, CXR is performed
on all dyspneic patients with/without SARS-COV-2
infection(7,8).
The reported sensitivity for CXR is 69%(9) and for CT
it is 97%(10). However, the CXR exceeds the results of
the serological test to detect SARS-COV-2 infection
applied in the first week of onset of symptoms (50%
positive tests), which depends on the variability of
producing antibodies in each individual(11). Despite
the greater sensitivity of CT, the ACR does not
recommend its use as a first-line test to diagnose
SARS-VOC-2 lung involvement and should be

The greater diagnostic capacity of CT contrasts
with the lower availability of CT scanners in health
facilities, greater downtime of the CT environment
due to the need for cleaning and disinfection after
each patient, risk of transmission to health workers
and other patients during the transfer, use of a greater
number of personal protective equipment (PPE) and
greater exposure to radiation for the patient(2,6).
It is known that CXR has a lower sensitivity to detect
patients in the pre-symptomatic phase and the early
symptomatic phase(9). Shi et al.(12), analyzed 81 CTs
describing the chronology of the images in patients
infected with SARS-COV-2. The ground-glass
opacities were present in all phases of the infection,
and as focal presentation and distribution in the
periphery in the first week, they were later diffused
and then disappeared as they appeared. During the
course of the second week, the mixture of groundglass opacities and multifocal consolidations was
more evident and extensive, which were correlated
with the moderate to severe clinical stage. Toussie
et al.(7), analyzed the CXR of 338 patients infected
with SARS-COV-2 who attended the emergency
service, finding that the median number of days
from the onset of symptoms to presentation in
the emergency service was four days (2 to 5 days).
These studies guide the usefulness of CXR in the
emergency service in patients with symptoms of
moderate to severe SARS-COV-2 lung disease, and
there are sufficient criteria for the affected individual
to have visible manifestations on radiography.
Murphy et al.(13) publish the preliminary results of an
automated chest radiography reading system using
artificial intelligence (AI) software programmed to
identify characteristics of SARS COV-2. The results are
encouraging, achieving performance comparable to
six expert readers. In the first reports, the IA system
reaches a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 61%.
While technology tries to demonstrate the
usefulness of CXR in the SARS-COV-2 epidemic,
health professionals must be prepared to use this
imaging modality in the context of the reality of our
health system, with shortage of EEP and laboratory
tests, which pose daily challenges.
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From the beginning of the SARS-COV-2 pandemic to
date, according to the published scientific literature,
the pillars for the management of the patient
suspected of SARS-COV-2 infection is based on the
clinical characteristics and the availability of the tests
laboratory, which confirm or rule out COVID-19. These
two variables generate different action and decision
scenarios for the correct and timely indication of
imaging that corroborates the clinical diagnosis of
suspected pulmonary involvement and that allows
an objective assessment of the patient's evolution(2),
such as computed tomography (CT) with an
indication in hospitalized and symptomatic patients.
However, CT is not affordable for all patients, nor is it
available in all health facilities in the country. Other
factors that must be considered are the availability
of radiology equipment, the risk of contamination
of personnel and the radiological diagnosis support
room, as well as the use and availability of personal
protective equipment (PPE)(3).

reserved for hospitalized and symptomatic patients
with specific clinical indications(6). Many health
facilities prefer CT because it has a greater ability to
detect pulmonary alterations in the presymptomatic
and early symptomatic phase of COVID-19(12).
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FINDINGS ON CHEST X-RAY IN THE
SARS-COV-2 CONTEXT
In general, all imaging methods are not very specific
to identify the etiology of pulmonary involvement;
however, correlation studies of images and pathology
have helped to establish patterns that guide us in the
diagnosis(14).

Common findings in the lung parenchyma
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The findings found in the CXR are described according
to the glossary of terms of the Fleischner Society(15).
• Interstitial opacity: Small and innumerable linear
opacities, focal or diffuse, are caused by the partial
occupation of the airspace. Regarding interstitial
thickening, it is due to fluid, cells or fibrosis, partial
collapse of the alveoli, increased volume of capillary
blood or a combination of them(16) (Figure 1A). They
are seen as faint opacities on CXR, but with greater
attenuation than pulmonary airspace. In SARSCOV-2 involvement, these images are present
during the course of the disease, predominate in
the periphery but can extend to the hilar region.
The distribution is focal and unilateral in early
stages, then it is bilateral and diffuse(12,17) (Figures
2A, 3,4).
• Alveolar opacity: It is caused by the total
occupation of exudate in the pulmonary alveoli(15).
In the X-ray it is seen as homogeneous opacities
with greater attenuation than the interstitial ones,
poorly defined and blurred margins, and they may
present an air bronchogram(18) (Fig. 1B). In SARSCOV-2 infections and in other viral pneumonias,
alveolar involvement is multifocal, which
differentiates them from bacterial pneumonias that
generally involve a single segment or lobe(14,17,18)
(Figure 5B).
• Interstitial alveolar opacities: It is a mixed image
of interstitial infiltrate to which alveolar opacities
are added in the same places(15) (Figure 1C). They
have been described in the course of the evolution
of the SARS-COV-2 viral pneumonia and they are
correlated with moderate to severe disease(12)
(Figures 5A, 5C).

Uncommon findings in the lung parenchyma
• Pleural effusion: Its appearance depends on
the amount of fluid, the position of the patient
and the presence of adhesions. In the standing
position, the pleural effusion has a characteristic
appearance, such as a homogeneous inferior
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opacity in the lateral costophrenic sinuses with
a concave interface towards the lung(14). Pleural
effusion is difficult to identify with the patient in
the decubitus position, in poor general condition,
and on mechanical ventilation, so a standing or
semi-sitting chest X-ray is suggested whenever
possible. In the context of SAR-COV-2 infection,
initial reports suggested the absence of this
finding; however, current studies with CT in larger
populations have demonstrated the presence of
pleural effusion in the 2nd week of evolution and
in patients who became complicated, the pleural
effusion was visualized at the end of the 3rd week(12).
• Hilar prominence: The causes of hilar prominence
are due to lymphatic or vascular pathology such
as pulmonary thromboembolism(14). Viral and
bacterial pneumonic infections can cause lymph
node hypertrophy; In patients with SARS-COV2
infection, these findings have been described on
CT, but they are rare and generally present in late
stages of infection in patients with unfavorable
evolution(12). Pulmonary thromboembolism is
another complication recently described in these
patients. In CXR, prominence of the hila is observed
due to dilation of the pulmonary arteries and
vascular redistribution towards the upper lobes at
the expense of vascular dilation(14); the examination
of choice is CT angiography.
• Single focal consolidation: It is the alveolar
pattern that occupies a segment or lung lobe, and
it is caused by bacteria such as pneumococcus(14).
• Nodules/masses: The presence of these findings is
unlikely to be of infectious; however, they can cause
differential diagnosis problems with consolidations
and atelectasis(14).
In the evaluation of CXR, a diagnostic classification
of high, intermediate, low/inconclusive suspicion
is proposed, based on the presence of common
findings. The presence of unusual findings should
lead us to think about differential diagnoses. Some
authors consider that these findings are more reliable
in young patients under 50 years of age because they
are less likely to be confused with images of preexisting lung disease(7) (Table 1).

FLUXOGRAM OF ACTION BY
SCENARIOS TO REQUEST IMAGE
STUDIES IN THE SARS-COV-2
CONTEXT
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Scenario 1 (Figure 6)
Patient with moderate to severe pulmonary clinical
picture and confirmed laboratory test for infection by
SARS-COV-2.
• Radiographic diagnosis - scenario 1:
- Lung involvement compatible with SARS-VOC-2
viral pneumonia
- Initial RALE Score (if it is the first X-ray): ___ / 8
- RALE Score (evolution): ___ / 8 (from the second
radiograph)

Scenario 2 (Figure 6)

• Radiographic diagnosis - scenario 2: In this
scenario, the radiographic diagnosis must be made
based on probabilities of suspicion, this classification
was proposed for the CT reports, which we have
adapted for the radiographic diagnosis, adding the
respective recommendations. See Table 1.
- Radiographic findings of high suspicion for
atypical pneumonia due to SARS-COV-2: request
confirmation with laboratory / CT test
- Radiographic findings of intermediate suspicion
for atypical pneumonia due to SARS-COV-2:
request confirmation with laboratory test / CT
- Radiographic findings of low suspicion /
inconclusive for atypical pneumonia due to SARS
COV-2: consider alternative diagnosis according
to clinical picture and history, clinical follow-up
is suggested

RADIOGRAPHIC EVOLUTION AND
SEVERITY SCALE
Scale of evolution
The most widely accepted scale to evaluate the
evolution of radiographic images is the RALE Score
proposed by Warren et al, to quantify pulmonary
edema and adapted by Wong et al.(9) to evaluate
quantitative progression of SARS-COV-2 infection. The
scale consists of dividing the lung fields into 4 equal
parts in such a way that 25% is assigned to each division
and in each lung separately, with this procedure 8
equal parts are achieved (4 in the right and 4 in the
left pulmonary field), to which 1 point is assigned to
each area and a total score of 8 is achieved if all the
segments were affected. The score is determined by
adding the areas with suspicious images (Figure 7).
Other authors prefer to assess lung involvement by
assigning a score dividing the lung fields into thirds(7)
as used in the 2003 coronavirus pandemic; we prefer
to use the RALE Score proposed by Wong.
From a qualitative point of view, the appearance of
alveolar opacities during the course of the disease(9,12,20)
and pleural effusion after the 3rd week are considered
unfavorable(12).
In the report: Radiographic evolution:
1. RALE Score (1st. CXR)
2. Favorable radiographic evolution due to decrease in
the number of compromised lung area, RALE Score
(../8)
3. Stationary radiographic evolution since…(date),
RALE Score (../8)
4. Unfavorable radiographic evolution due to greater
involvement of the pulmonary areas and / or areas
with alveolar infiltrate / pleural effusion are added or
increased, tomography is suggested, RALE Score (../8)
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Patient with suspected SARS COV-2 infection,
moderate to severe clinical picture, laboratory result is
not available or a false negative is suspected or there
is no availability of laboratory tests and there is no
availability of tomography, then radiography could be
useful with a probability diagnosis (sensitivity of the
radiograph: 69%), and taking into account the time of
evolution from the onset of symptoms.

- Normal radiography, infection by SARS-COV-2 is
not ruled out: request tests of laboratory / CT

Mayanga S et al
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Figure 1. Common findings in CXR in the SARS-COV-2 context. A: Soft diffuse opacity. B: Alveolar opacity
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(∆). C: Alveolo-interstitial opacities (o).

A

B

C

Figure 2. Common findings and lesions suggestive of SARS COV-2. A: Faint, multifocal peripheral opacities
in bilateral middle third. B: Peripheral multifocal alveolo-interstitial opacities. C: Faint diffuse peripheral
opacity in both pulmonary fields predominantly on the left.
A

B

C

Figure 3. Location and distribution of the CXR findings in the SARS-COV-2 context. A: Location by segments
in the RxT. B: Focal distribution (). C: Diffuse distribution (in the circle).
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A

B

and bilateral.

A

B

C

Figure 5. Cases of high suspicion of SARS COVID-2. A: Diffuse bilateral alveolo-interstitial opacities of
peripheral and basal distribution. B: Focal opacities in the right lung field with areas of peripheral parenchymal
consolidation and left perihilar linear opacities. C: Faint bilateral peripheral opacities predominantly on the
left, associating areas of alveolo-interstitial involvement.
Table 1. Diagnostic classification of SARS-COV-2 on chest radiograph.
SARS-COV-2 classification
Chest X-ray

Findings

recommendations

• Faint multifocal opacities of peripheral location uni /
Radiographic finding with high
bilateral predominantly of the lower lobes
Request confirmation with
suspicion ("Typical") for atypical • Mixed multifocal / diffuse interstitial-alveolar opacities laboratory tests and possibility
pneumonia due to SARS-VOC-2
of uni / bilateral peripheral location predominantly of of CT
the lower lobes
Radiographic finding with • Faint diffuse perihilar or unilateral opacities, without
Request confirmation with
intermediate
suspicion
specific distribution
laboratory tests and possibility
("Atypical")
for
atypical • Diffuse perihilar or unilateral alveolo-interstitial
of CT
pneumonia due to SARS-COV-2
opacities, without specific distribution
• Unilobar alveolar opacity
Low suspicion / inconclusive • Soft diffuse central opacity with butterfly wing pattern
radiographic finding for atypical • Presence of mass
SARS-COV-2 pneumonia
• Cavitation
• Pleural effusion

Request confirmation with
laboratory tests and consider
another alternative diagnosis
according to the clinical picture
and history

Normal X-ray (asymptomatic
patients or with symptoms less Ausencia de lesiones
than 5 days)

SARS-COV-2 infection is not
ruled out. Request laboratory
and / or CT tests

Source: Adopted from the basic guide for indications of imaging tests in COVID-19 infection (SERAM).
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Figure 4. Location of the different types of lesions that conditions SARS COV-2, predominantly peripheral
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CLINICAL PICTURE SARS-COV-2 (MODERATE-SEVERE)
LABORATORY TEST SARS-COV-2
Scenario 2
Laboratory
Test (+)

Laboratory
test (-)
(False negative?)

Laboratory
result NOT available

Laboratory
tests
NOT available

Scenario 1

REVIEW ARTICLE

Available

Not available

TC

Chest x-ray
qualitative quantitative
evolution

Probability
diagnosis chest x-ray
(sensitivity 69%)

Optional chest ultrasound
and according to the ES
experience

Figure 6. SARS-COV-2 clinical picture (moderate-severe).

Score rale RxT SARS-COV-2
Total score

/8

Score RxT SARS-COV-2

Severity

Total score

0 points

Normal

1-2 points

Mild

3-6 points

Moderate

> 6 points

Serious

6/8

Severity
0 points

Normal

1-2 points

Mild

3-6 points

Moderate

> 6 points

Serious

Figure 5. Wong et al. Frequency and distribucion of chest radiographic findings in COVID-19 positive patients. Radiology. 2020

Figure 7. Actual score. Determination by score assigned 1 point for every 25% of each lung.
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CONCLUSION
1. In laboratory-confirmed SARS-COV-2 infection
with a moderate to severe clinical picture, the
radiographic evaluation will be aimed at providing a
scale of the degree of initial pulmonary involvement
and for the evolution in hospitalization.
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2. In the suspicion of infection with a moderate
to severe clinical picture, but with a negative or
unavailable laboratory result, our radiographic
evaluation will establish the degree of suspicion
for SARS-COV-2 infection until confirmation with
laboratory tests.
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